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To our inspiring friend and colleague Larry Susskind
whose teaching, writing, and practice all continue
to advance the greater good
This is a book about how we should treat each other when we work with others to accomplish something. As two scholars, teachers, and practitioners of negotiation for close to two lifetimes of work, we came to this project because we felt that the issues of how people should deal with each other in negotiation were treated implicitly or secondarily in our major texts too often. As those texts and other writings about negotiation have proliferated in the past two decades, we noticed that often simplified oppositions of “principled” “problem-solving” or “integrative” bargaining to “competitive,” “distributional,” or “zero-sum” negotiating assumed similarly oppositional ethical precepts. Cooperation and trust, in search of joint gain, often assumes openness and sharing of information, equality of power or relationships between the parties, and goodwill on both sides. Competitive negotiations require hardball tactics and suspicion when dealing with parties on the other side, assumed to be taking advantage of us. Although both of us are clearly members of the “joint gain,” problem-solving association of negotiation academics, we undertook this project because, as with most other things that academics look at, we saw the complexities of the ethics issues when we asked ourselves, our students, and real-world negotiators, What’s fair in negotiation?

In working with the many wonderful people who have made this book a reality, we learned that it is not true, as in love and war, that all’s fair (and really, we do not think all’s fair in love and war, either). We decided to compile this book about what is fair in negotiation because we know that so many wise and
savvy people have reflected on these questions in many different contexts and have explored the many diverse dimensions of answers to profound ethical dilemmas that we face every day. And because we are both teachers of negotiation in theory and practice, we were committed to focusing on what happens to negotiation ethics as they are actually practiced, not only how they are thought about by moral philosophers who negotiate mostly with their academic peers. We have learned (and selected from) the writings, teachings, and practices of moral philosophers, legal ethicists, corporate and business negotiators, public interest lawyers, and others who serve as agents for the subordinated and from the founding generation of modern negotiation theorists.

We begin with two pieces of our own to set the stage for what has concerned us about assessing what’s fair and just in negotiation: the big questions about what duties are owed to others; their sources in personal, religious, familial, role, and professional morality and ethics; and the practice of ethics in actual negotiations. We hope that the chapters in this book orient readers and negotiation practitioners to what we call a moral realist’s negotiation compass: knowing what questions to ask of self and others, searching out directions (yes, even you men out there) from those who have gone before, and then applying some basic principles—of the relation of means to ends and relations to relationships, distributive fairness, and just resource allocation—to real negotiation situations. We follow with an overview of orienting ethical frameworks developed by several of the major leaders in modern negotiation theory. We then treat five of the major issues, as we see them, in negotiation ethics, as others have written about them: issues about truth telling, candor, and deception in negotiation; tactics and strategic behavioral choices; relationships with others (opponents, adversaries, partners, counterparts); relationships of agents and principals (and role morality) in negotiation; and the social influences on negotiators (antecedent to) and social impacts (consequences and effects) of negotiation outcomes. In each part of this book, we provide an introduction to suggest some questions and orient readers to what is a diverse, provocative, and sometimes conflicting collection of readings on particular ethical dilemmas. We have sought to demonstrate that while we are searching for some universal principles in negotiation ethics, situations, contexts, and variations in negotiation structures (dyadic or multiparty, direct or representational) and cultures make universal generalizations difficult. Yet just because universal abstractions are often falsified in the realities of practice does not mean that we should either avoid ethical deliberation or leave it all to situational or relativist ethics. Many of the authors represented here (including ourselves) suggest that it is time for negotiation theory and practice to be more explicit about the ethical and moral assumptions or foundations on which both descriptive and prescriptive advice is presented. What’s fair in negotiation depends in large measure on what we are trying to
accomplish with other people: using them, aiding them, or collaborating with them to improve the situations we are all in from before the negotiation began.

Several rules of thumb guided us in selecting the chapters. First, our focus was on the negotiation process generally. For the most part, that meant that we have not included material that deals with substantive ethical issues that arise in specific negotiation contexts, such as in the representation of children’s interests in divorce cases. Likewise, we left for another day a considerable amount of material on the ethical responsibilities of mediators, arbitrators, and other third parties. Finally, we did our best to include perspectives from a range of disciplines and practices.

We encountered some challenges in putting this collection together. There was a good news–bad news aspect to the fact that there has been a lot of thoughtful writing about negotiation ethics. Although the book expanded beyond our original expectations, we could not include everything that we would have liked, and many of the selections that are included had to be trimmed in the name of overall economy. Interested readers will certainly find additional useful concepts and illustrations in the original material that we have had to condense. The Bibliography suggests additional resources. Finally, other than our own essays and Larry Susskind’s contribution (Chapter Thirty-One), all of the material in the book was written at different times for different purposes. We hope that the categories and sequence that we have created provide a useful structure for exploring negotiation ethics, but most of the chapters are too interesting and too complex to roost obediently in our pigeonholes. Readers are encouraged to let their own curiosity lead them wherever it may.
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Introduction

What’s Fair in Negotiation?
What Is Ethics in Negotiation?

Carrie Menkel-Meadow

What do we owe other human beings when we negotiate for something that we or our clients want? How should we behave toward our “adversaries”—opponents, partners, clients, friends, family members, strangers, third parties, and future generations—when we know what we do affects them, beneficially, adversely, or unpredictably? How do we think about the other people we interact with in negotiations? Are they just means to our ends or people like us, deserving of respect or aid (depending on whether they are our “equals” or more or less enabled than ourselves)? How do we conceive of our goals when we approach others to help us accomplish together what we cannot do alone?

Perhaps after the question, “What should I do?” in negotiation (seeking strategic or behavioral advice), the next most frequently asked question is, “What may I do?” (seeking advice, permission, or approval for particular goals, strategies, and tactics that comprise both the conceptualizations and behaviors of the human strategic interaction that we call negotiation).

This book presents some answers to these questions, culled from a voluminous and growing literature on what we think is “good,” “ethical,” or “moral” behavior in negotiation, all of these things not being equal. Ranging from strategic advice that urges negotiators to take advantage of the other side in order to maximize individual gain, to longer philosophical disquisitions on the deontological (Kantian) versus consequentialist and utilitarian justifications for moral action, taking account of how negotiation actions affect not only the negotiators but those affected by a negotiation, including the rest of society, writers
about negotiation ethics know that they are creating what one philosopher, Simon Blackburn (2001), has called an “ethical climate.” Many have suggested that negotiation, practiced in different contexts, creates its own ethical climate, where expectations are that negotiators (whether principals or agents) are seeking to maximize their own gain and are “using” the other parties, as means, not ends in themselves, to achieve their own goals.

**SOME ORIENTING ISSUES: THE RELATIONSHIPS OF ENDS TO MEANS**

The past two decades of work on negotiation, in theory development and practice, has broadened our conceptions of what negotiation can be, as well as what is: we have learned to “seek joint gains,” “expand the pie,” “create solutions to problems” or “create value,” and make “wise, robust, and efficient” agreements (Fisher, Ury, and Patton, 1991; Menkel-Meadow, 1984; Lax and Sebenius, 1986; Raiffa, 2002). Negotiation ethics are therefore as variable and changing as our theories, empirical and laboratory studies, and practices are revealing ever more complexity to our enterprise. Negotiation theorists have aspirations about making “better” human agreements at levels of dyadic contract formation or dispute resolution, multilateral peace and international cooperation, commercial and trade agreements, as well as in everyday human negotiations in family and work life (Kolb and Williams, 2003). These aspirations and newer approaches to negotiation raise questions about the relationship of goals and ends sought in negotiation to the behaviors chosen to meet those goals. Behaviors alone are neither good nor bad, effective or ineffective; we must also focus on the goals sought to be achieved by a particular negotiator and whether negotiators focus exclusively on themselves (or their principals, if they are agents) or whether they consider what effects their actions and outcomes will have on others outside the immediate negotiation activity. So the ethical climate of negotiation consists of more than behavior. It includes goals and ends sought, the context in which the negotiation is located, the relationship of parties and negotiators to each other, and, most controversial, the effects of the negotiated agreement, if there is one, on the parties themselves and on others outside the negotiation process.

**LAYERS AND LEVELS OF ANALYSIS: THE ACTORS IN NEGOTIATION**

“What’s fair?” in negotiation is a complex and multifaceted question, asking us to consider negotiation ethics on many different levels simultaneously. First, there are the concerns of the individual negotiator: What do I aspire to? How do I
judge my own goals and behavior? What may I do? How will others judge me (my counterpart in a two-party negotiation, others in a multilateral negotiation, those with whom I might do business in the future, those who will learn of and judge my behavior or results in any negotiation that might become more public than the involved parties)? How do I calibrate my actions to those of the others with whom I am dealing? (Should I have a relative ethics that is sensitive, responsive, or malleable to the context, circumstances, customs, or personalities of the situation at hand?) What limits are there on my goals and behavior, set from within (the “mirror” test—how do I appear to myself at the end of the day?) or without, either informally (the “videotape test”—what would my mother, teacher, spouse, child, or clergyperson think of me if they could watch this?) or formally (rules, laws, ethics standards, religious or moral principles to which I must or choose to adhere)? With what sensibility should I approach each negotiation I undertake?

For those who negotiate as agents, there is the added dimension of what duty is owed a client or principal. When do agent and principal goals properly align? When are they different (incentive structures like contingent billing arrangements or long-term dealings in the particular field may separate agents from principals in their goals), and how are differences to be reconciled (Mnookin and Susskind, 1999)? When do legal rules, like the creation of fiduciary relationships, define the limits and obligations of negotiator-principal interactions?

Third, there is the question of duty, responsibility, or relationship to the Other (call him or her “counterpart,” “opponent,” “adversary,” “partner,” “boss” or “subordinate,” spouse or lover, child or parent). Even the labeling of the other actors in a negotiation has moral or ethical weight. To name a relationship is to invoke thousands of years of thinking and writing on duties and obligations owed: fealty, loyalty, candor, obeisance, caretaking, skepticism, and other predetermined stances or assumptions that affect how we approach the Other. Do we follow some version of the Golden Rule and treat others as we would hope to be treated by them (a norm of aspirational reciprocity), or does the Golden Rule tarnish a bit on application in particular contexts? Don’t competitive sellers and purchasers expect to be treated strategically or with lack of full candor in bargaining for price in exotic souks (Lubet, 1996) or contested mergers and acquisitions (Freund, 1992)? And once we choose an ethical sensibility, to what extent do we change our approach and behaviors when others act on us, demonstrating the strategically, as well as biologically, robust “cooperative” program of tit for tat (“reciprocate, retaliate, but forgive”; Axelrod, 1984).

When we expand the Other to include, more realistically in modern negotiations, multiple Others (agents and principals in both dyadic and multiparty negotiations), we are then faced with the complexity of dynamic and sequential negotiation ethics. How firm is a commitment to hold to a coalition or interest-based or strategically based subgroup? How many participants in a multiparty setting must agree for a negotiated result to have legitimacy? What
duties do the parties have to each other to provide adequate voice, participation, and involvement in agreements with mixed resources, mixed interests, and power imbalances? Adding more than two parties almost always adds dimensions of the ethics of transparency, privacy, conspiracy, publicity, defections, and betrayals that are not present in the same way in dyadic negotiations. How do multiparty negotiators police themselves and others? Withdrawal or withholding by one will not (as in dyadic negotiations) terminate the proceedings.

If negotiations are successfully concluded, meaning some agreement is reached, what are the ethical implications of follow-through, promise keeping or breaking, implementation, and enforcement? What is left to trust, and what must be formally drafted for, with clear enforcement, penalty, and incentive structures specified? How are the actors from within the negotiation to judge if they have done well and created a fair agreement? Do they measure themselves by client or self-satisfaction? By distributional effects (how are considerations of equity or distributional fairness made by parties to a negotiation)? By the robustness or longevity of the agreement? How do we judge our negotiated American constitutional agreement (Lansky, 2000), with its Civil War, scores of amendments, interpretive contests, but stable and lasting power, both symbolic and real?

THE EFFECTS OR OUTCOMES OF NEGOTIATIONS

How do those outside a negotiation judge its ethical externalities, or social effects? Has a particular negotiation done more good than harm? For those inside the negotiation? Those affected by it: employees, shareholders, vendors and clients, consumers, the public? And to what extent must any negotiation be morally accountable for impacts on third parties (children in a divorce, customers in a labor-management negotiation, similarly situated claimants as in mass torts, employees in an acquisition) and for its intergenerational effects (future generations in environmental disputes)? What efforts can third parties, like mediators, make to ensure accountability to those both inside and outside a particular negotiation? Are third parties, like mediators, ever morally responsible for the outcomes they preside over (Bernard and Garth, 2002; Susskind, 1981)?

At a level of ethical policy and social effects of negotiation, one can think of such macroethical issues (as distinguished from the still-important microethical concerns of particular individual ethical behavioral choices) as what the practice of plea bargaining does to our criminal justice system and the enforcement of society’s ultimate moral rules and sanctions; what settlements secretly arrived at, and protected with confidentiality agreements, in our civil justice system do to civil law enforcement and knowledge of human wrongs and corrected remedies; and whether a culture of negotiation is itself ultimately a social good in promoting reasoned, as well as preference-driven, deliberation and
mutual fair dealing or whether it promotes an assumption of self-interested, unprincipled compromise or self-aggrandizement. As modern political theorists and philosophers have recently noted, the very use of negotiation processes is itself an ethical and moral question (Hampshire, 2000; Elster, 1995; Forester, 2001; Pennock and Chapman, 1979).

CONTEXT IN NEGOTIATION ETHICS

Ultimately, whether there are any universal principles of negotiation ethics or whether ethics in negotiation must be related to specific negotiation cultures, whether professional (law and business), functional (horse trading and souk bargaining or political and institutional deal making), role based (family, friend, agent-principal, diplomatic or commercial, long-term or one-shot relationship), or social grouping (national “culture”; Avruch, 1998; Acuff, 1997), religion, gender, or socioeconomic status, remains an intriguing, if unanswerable, question, hanging like an uninvited moral philosopher or clergyperson above the table at any negotiation session. The selections in this book move through many layers of generalizations and assertions (some supported with empirical data, most not) about what constitutes fair or morally defensible conduct in negotiations in specific contexts.

What is clear through the contextual variety of situations in which questions of what's fair in negotiations comes up is that negotiation ethics issues arise at both process and outcome levels. As the different actors in negotiation approach each negotiation, they must ask not just what they may do behaviorally and processually; they must also consider what goals to set for themselves as they begin, how those goals change when dynamic interaction and more information become available during a particular negotiation, what relationships, if any, they create (or destroy), and how a final settlement or agreement is to be morally, as well as instrumentally, assessed at its conclusion. Negotiation ethics are contextually complex, but they are also temporally dynamic. What looked fair today may look different tomorrow.

Is what's fair in negotiation negotiable itself, depending on the context of the matter or the relationships of the parties? Are one-shot litigation settlement negotiations or one-off company or material goods purchases (cars, houses, washing machines) closer to each other in internal morality than to repeat player litigation (class actions, employee-employer, supplier-customer) or venture capital transactions? Is dispute resolution negotiation, regardless of parties’ relationships or numbers, necessarily more adversarial or competitive than transactional deal-creating negotiations, or are these distinctions more illusory in practice (when deal makers try to grab advantage in contract clause drafting and risk allocations)? Do entities (companies, organizations, unions, governmental agencies, universities) and clients have ethical reputations of their own
that they value when choosing agent negotiators or when shifting leadership (Wolgast, 1992; Nash, 1993; Paine, 2003)? Do friends, family members, and others who know each other expect different conduct than when dealing with strangers (Bazerman and Neale, 1995)?

The negotiator’s understanding of what ethical principles or precepts may apply to him, to help him (and us) evaluate and morally judge what we and he does, are quite varied, as the chapters in this book demonstrate. Whether from personalistic, familial, religious, or early moral teachings, there are principles of right human conduct (the Ten Commandments, the Golden Rule of doing unto others as you would have them do unto you) that we are taught should apply to everyone always (Kantian imperatives). These may be modified by more specialized teachings and learning in professional norms (for lawyers, the Model Rules of Professional Conduct in formal rules and, more important, the behavioral norms and expectations of specific practice settings) or in special contexts, such as anonymous commercial dealings (Caveat emptor!). Wise negotiators learn that often (not always) instrumental, pragmatic, or market ethics (your reputation for truth telling, value creation, and follow through, which enhances trust and market value; Norton, 1989; Gilson and Mnookin, 1994, 1995) may conform to more aspirational ethics (to do the right or fair thing). Finally, there are formal rules and laws (notably the law of fraud and misrepresentation; Shell, 1991), which can void a deal or subject a negotiator to legal penalties and even professional discipline and sanctions.

**EVALUATING ETHICAL CLAIMS**

There are many ethical issues in negotiation, though many treatments of the subject focus almost exclusively on questions of deception, truth telling, and candor in negotiation. This book presents a wider variety of ethical issues and dilemmas, treated by a broad spectrum of scholars and practitioners working from many different conceptual frameworks and practical settings. As each negotiation ethics issue is presented here, it may be useful to ask the following questions:

1. What are the author’s underlying assumptions about the purpose of the negotiation discussed?
2. What implicit or explicit norms of value or behavior does the author rely on?
3. What data or empirical support does any author present for claims made about how negotiations are conducted in a particular setting or culture? Are such data sets (or their absence, in the form of assertions or claims) persuasive to you?
4. To what extent are claims made about what is permissible, prohibited, or advisable in negotiations dependent on the context of the negotiations? Is all fair in arms-length business negotiation, with fewer tactics being fair in family or international diplomatic negotiations? What distinguishes one context from another?

5. Should negotiation ethics track what is (empirical realities or customary expectations), or should they aspire to what should be (aspirational) fair to both those engaged in or outside of the particular negotiation?

6. What is the best way to socialize or educate negotiators about both good and best practices in negotiation?

7. How can negotiation ethics best be effectuated (expressed, monitored, enforced, sanctioned, made accountable) when there is little agreement on universal or foundational principles to be applied and negotiation is practiced in so many different contexts, but most often in confidential, nontransparent settings?

We hope that by presenting many different perspectives on what is fair or appropriate or advantageous in negotiation, we will be offering something of a moral realist’s compass—some clarifying markers and directions, with points along the way illuminated by those who have gone before—but ultimately, it is you, the traveler, who has to decide where you are going. As editors of this book, we have our own points of view: if there is no true north for all destinations, there are certainly better ways to get from one point to another. We do believe that analytic rigor, practical and philosophical deliberation, and humanistic concern for our fellow negotiators should produce better negotiations, in terms of quality solutions to negotiated problems and to better relationships between parties and future generations. A central theme of this book is to present multiple voices that consider whether changing theories, norms, and approaches to negotiation (from distributional strategies to integrative ones) have changed the underlying ethical climate with which negotiators now approach each other, especially after several decades of scholarly, pedagogic, and practical attention to negotiation, particularly in business and law schools.

THE CORE ISSUES

This book explores a number of the key issues confronting all negotiators, most often presented by several different treatments of those issues. We begin with an overview of several different statements of what some core values might be in conducting fair negotiations. Some of the key negotiation theory founders of the modern generation—Roger Fisher, Howard Raiffa, David Lax, and James
Sebenius—suggest that every negotiation presents the negotiator’s dilemma: whether to act as you would want others to act toward you (with candor, in search of a good joint solution for both parties) or as you might expect them to act in a world of assumed scarce resources and competition (with lack of full disclosure and with the intention of taking advantage of you).

Whether termed an issue of what candor is required or expected or what misrepresentations might be permissible in custom, or actionable at law, or simply whether to approach the other side with trust or suspicion, this is what Howard Raiffa has labeled the “social dilemma game”—only it is not a game. In virtually every negotiation, the initial ethical orientation to oneself and to the Other can be quite serious, with iterative consequences for all players. Whether termed a behavioral question of cooperate or defect, claiming or creating value, or being open and trusting or skeptical and closed, this behavioral choice is really a proxy for a much bigger question of what one hopes to accomplish in a negotiation for the self (or client), for the Other, and for the long-term consequences of both the negotiated agreement and the relationships of all affected parties. Although in “the long run, we will all be dead,” said John Maynard Keynes, the long run in negotiation is often longer than the short run of a particular deal. Thus, most modern treatments of negotiation ethics ask us to consider from the outset not just this deal or this lawsuit settlement, but also the possible long-term effects of the agreement itself and the reputation of the negotiators.

Instrumental ethics (making a good, enforceable, and lasting deal) here can be coextensive with aspirational ethics. In Howard Raiffa’s terms, “All of us are engaged in a grandiose, many person, social dilemma game where each of us has to decide how much we should act to benefit others . . . We have to calculate, at least informally, the dynamic linkages between our actions now and the later actions of others. If we are more ethical, it makes it easier for others to be more ethical” (1982, pp. 354–355).

Deciding whether to behave ethically toward others implicates at least five common issues, which we explore in separate parts of this book: (1) what duty we owe to others to tell the truth, or something like the truth, in our negotiated dealings with them; (2) what tactics and behaviors we choose when interacting with others; (3) what the duties and responsibilities are with respect to our relationships with clients and principals in negotiation (agent-principal issues); (4) what relationships we seek to create with the Others in our negotiation activity; (5) the social influences and distributional fairness of outcomes and of negotiated agreements on the parties themselves; and the social impact of negotiation agreements on others who are, or might be, affected by the negotiation result.

These ethical issues are significant for both those inside the negotiation, who must make choices about what to do and how to evaluate their own behavior and that of others, and for those who stand outside and seek to evaluate or judge both negotiation behaviors and outcomes. Some will be more concerned with process issues: How do individuals treat each other? Are they honest, candid, and well
meaning? Do they take advantage of power or informational asymmetries to maximize gain? Do they threaten force or coerce concessions or gains in monetary or other ways? Have all necessary parties participated? Is the agreement likely to be complied with? Others will be more concerned with the outcomes or effects of negotiation. Have resources been fairly or optimally allocated? Is there “waste” left under or over the table? Are absent parties (children, future generations) considered fairly? What are both the short-term and long-term effects of negotiated agreements on parties and others?

The chapters in this book span a full range of approaches to these issues, from James J. White who argues, from his assumptions of the empirical reality of legal negotiations and commercial sales, that the negotiator’s job is like that of the poker player—“To conceal one’s true position, to mislead an opponent about one’s true settling point, is the essence of negotiation” (1980, pp. 926–927); to philosopher Sissela Bok (1978), who argues for more transparent behavior in both public and private negotiations; to legal commentators like Richard Shell (1999) and Alan Strudler (1995), who remind us that the degree of candor in a negotiation is one of the few things regulated by law (fraud and misrepresentation law, in both contracts and torts). We present advice from those who suggest that difficult adversarial negotiations with more powerful parties might justify tactics otherwise thought problematic in other contexts (Meltsner and Schrag, 1974; Freund, 1992), a claim of justified retaliatory, reactive, or protective tactics, sometimes supported by game theorists and other social scientists (Axelrod, 1984).

The old adage of “when in Rome, do as the Romans” (Weiss, 1994a, 1994b) implies a kind of morality of reciprocity, common in treatments of negotiation norms that can serve not only to justify mirroring tactics or cultural conformity but in some cases has been argued to justify the paying of bribes in negotiation (when not otherwise declared unlawful by the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act; Acuff, 1997). While some commentators distinguish between statements made about fact or opinion or material representations about value or quality and merely ancillary matters to a commercial negotiation about price, there is little expectation in modern negotiation writings that parties will be totally honest about what they are really willing to pay or settle for, at least as an initial offer.

What can be said for those who enter into negotiations without knowing the culture or unwritten rules or norms? Should there be an obligation on the part of more knowledgeable negotiators to socialize, instruct, or serve those on the other side of the table? The cultures of American business and law seem to deny such obligations with their expectations of adversarial practice in which each side is master of his or her own fate or negotiation agent. There is little formal duty to take care of the other side, either informationally or substantively.

Some authors represented in this book are interested in what we can learn about the claimed empirical effectiveness of particular tactics or truth-telling variations. Is it really more efficient to have two sides attempt to maximize their gain while dividing whatever “surplus value” exists within the zone of possible
agreement? And what happens to strategic considerations of candor and truth telling when there are alternative sources of information (whether publicly or privately available), especially when there are more than two parties to a negotiation?

More analytic and thoughtful (and, dare one say, academic) treatments of issues about tactics and candor in negotiation are concerned with the conditions under which negotiators are more or less likely to be candid or use more collaborative or joint-gain-seeking activity (Cramton and Dees, 1993). Thus, the empirical and instrumental are used to test the aspirational in different contexts and with different sets of negotiators. Are women more likely to be honest or seek joint gain (Menkel-Meadow, 2000; Kolb and Williams, 2003)? Do friends and those who trust each other fail to exploit opportunities for substantive gain and more efficient outcomes (Bazerman and Neale, 1995)? Does one act of lying or discovered deception ruin one’s reputation and “marketability” for trust in future deals (Norton, 1989; Gilson and Mnookin, 1994)? Can the use of other tactics (more probing and more direct questioning) reduce the dangers of dissembling and deception in others (Schweitzer and Croson, 1999)? To what extent can the instrumental (better skills) correct for bad manners or ethics by others?

Clashes of tactical advice presented here (and in the popular negotiation literature reviewed by Michael Wheeler in this book) not only reveal contrasting philosophies of the purposes of negotiation, but present interesting opportunities for challenges to different worldviews. Whether it is necessary for two negotiators to share the same frameworks or orientations to negotiation remains one of the field’s million-dollar questions, but knowledge here surely is power. To the extent that a “tactic perceived is no tactic” (Cohen, 1980, p. 138), description of and revelation of particular tactics allows even those of different negotiation religions to attend each other’s churches (or at least seek a neutral ground). Good preparation, probing questions, seeking other sources of information: all of these instrumental skills of negotiation can often expose or correct for those who seek to gain advantage from less-than-forthcoming practices.

If changed norms or improved skills do not level the ethical playing field, then at least in the realm of commercial and legal negotiations, there are some limits. Regulation of negotiation occurs at several different legal levels, and no negotiator should leave home without some knowledge of how formal rules, regulations, and sanctions may affect them. The law of fraud and misrepresentation in the state law of contracts and fraud may make some negotiation conduct actionable in several ways. Negotiated agreements may be declared void for such reasons as intentional, reckless, or negligent misrepresentation, and misrepresentation (as defined by state law) may encompass not only false statements but misstatements, failures to correct misunderstandings, and even, in some cases, silences
and omissions. Mistakes, whether mutual or bilateral, may also be grounds for voiding a contract (the result of most negotiations).

Contracts procured by outright fraud, coercion, and unconscionability can lead not only to voiding of a negotiated agreement but also to punitive and restitutionsary damages. Modern corporate law also regulates what negotiators can say to each other when selling stock, whole companies, or even negotiating employment contracts and other deals in publicly traded companies. Recent corporate scandals involving misrepresentations of company value in both public and private settings are beginning to spawn another generation of corporate and professional laws, regulations, and legal common law decisions, calling for not only greater candor in internal and public dealings but greater sanctions when candor and public trust norms are violated.

Although the law provides some outside limits on what negotiators can do, legal philosophers have long noted the line of separation between positive law and morality (Fuller, 1964; Hart, 1961), and negotiation is no exception. What Oliver Wendell Holmes’s “bad man” can get away with under the law does not hold a candle to what a “bad” or immoral negotiator can still do without fear of legal sanction, in large measure because so much of what negotiators do, they do in private, where no one can see them. Efforts to peer into and assess, whether by common morality or more formal legal sanction, the negotiation behaviors and outcomes consummated in private have been controversial and are continuing. For some negotiators, professional regulations attempt some minimal control of particular tactics and obligations for candor and fairness. The lawyer’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct, for example, provides, “A Lawyer shall not, in the course of representing a client, make a false statement of material fact or law to a third person; or fail to disclose a material fact to a third person when disclosure is necessary to avoid assisting a criminal or fraudulent act by a client (unless disclosure is prohibited by Model Rule 1.6, the client confidentiality rule)” (American Bar Association, 2003, Rule 4.1). However, commentary to this rule makes it clear that certain statements in negotiation, which are merely “opinions” (such as of value) and are not “fact,” are not subject to this rule. According to the Comment, there are “generally accepted conventions in negotiation” in which no one really expects the truth will be told and several specific kinds of statements made in negotiation are exempt from the rule. Lawyer negotiators need not tell the truth about “estimates of price or value placed on the subject of a transaction,” a party’s intention as to an acceptable settlement of a claim or value, and the existence of an undisclosed principal (say, Donald Trump or Harvard University in real estate negotiations). Thus, what the professional rule seems to “give” or require, the Comment to the rule taketh away. The Comment further recognizes that negotiators may “puff” or exaggerate about value, and this too is within the tolerable limits of the law. Efforts made twice in recent years (1983 and 2000) to toughen up the lawyers’ rules of ethics to require candor and fairness to
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other parties (including a proposal to limit a lawyer’s ability to negotiate a substantially “unconscionable” agreement; Schwartz, 1978) have been defeated in formal recognition of a professional culture that deals with regularity in expected deception.

Other legal jurisdictions, like the United Kingdom, are just beginning to review these issues; solicitors there have a duty of good faith and frankness when dealing with other solicitors (see Rules 17.01 and 19.01 of the Law Society’s Guide to the Professional Conduct of Solicitors, 1999). For example, courts have voided an agreement or ruled on legal proceedings as a sanction for bad and “misleading” behavior in a negotiation (see Ernest and Young v. Butte Mining, PLC, 1 WLR 1605, 1996), in which one lawyer deliberately misled another lawyer about a procedural matter in order to take advantage of that lawyer and dismiss the case; O’Dair, 2001.

Although some other professionals have internal ethics rules (real estate brokers, accountants, doctors), there are vast numbers of professional negotiators, including most daily business negotiators, who are entirely unregulated. Although professional discipline for violating a lawyer’s duty of candor in negotiation is virtually nil, there is still some regulation through voiding of contracts and some legal scrutiny of a small class of legally settled cases, such as class actions. In other professions, scrutiny of negotiation behavior is virtually nonexistent (with the exception of some specialized consumer protection laws and similar specialized areas of regulation, such as residential real estate and securities sales). While lawyers may be heard to complain that subjecting them to overly “restrictive” ethical mandates (such as candor and fair dealing) will cause them to lose business in the multidisciplinary professional tournament of business getting, there is barely a whisper that perhaps stronger ethical mandates might themselves be a marketable advantage in the competition for getting and keeping clients.

Related to the issue of the private location of most negotiations is the more recent development of privacy and confidentiality agreements negotiated for in lawsuit settlements. If an assessment of the fairness and justness of a particular outcome is part of the ethics of negotiation, then failure to make public or disclose settlements of publicly filed lawsuits impedes such inquiries and has recently drawn the attention of legal commentators who suggest that it is morally unacceptable for settlement agreements to be privatized, especially when public issues such as health, safety, and social welfare are at stake (Luban, 1995).

Such concerns about the privatization of negotiated agreements are relatively new since for most of our social, economic, and legal history, most negotiations, both litigational and transactional, have been conducted in private. There is some evidence that more legal cases are settled (less than 3 percent of all civil cases filed in federal courts are currently completed with a public trial), but settlements of lawsuits have long accounted for a great majority of publicly filed lawsuits. With the advent of Sunshine Laws and the Freedom of Information
Act at both federal and state levels, at least governmental negotiations probably have more transparency than ever before. With new negotiation processes involving multiple parties, such as negotiated rule-making (Harter, 1982) and consensus-building forums (Susskind, McKearnan, and Thomas-Larmer, 1999) in which multiple stakeholders meet together to negotiate governmental allocations, environmental issues, and complex federal and state regulations, there is probably more public access to those kinds of negotiations. There are, however, complex legal issues about the conflicts presented when assurances of confidentiality are made in mediated settings that may conflict with public accessibility laws (Pou, 1998). However, where, as in the American legal system, so much is decided by common law lawsuits, the increased private settlement of class actions and individual lawsuits about product liability, consumer rights, securities fraud, and civil rights has caused those who care about outcome measures of justice to be concerned about the social impact of increasingly private negotiations.

Like the general public, clients of lawyers, brokers, and other agents may also not know all that has been done (or not done) on their behalf. The use of agents to negotiate on behalf of principals has long been justified on grounds of efficiency, superior knowledge, and stress reduction for the principals. However, with different incentive structures (in payment, negotiation reputation, repeat player possibilities), agents may not always be working in the best interest of their clients, and this has led to serious questioning of the separate ethics duties and responsibilities that agents (some as formal fiduciaries) may have to their clients. Where principals may not even be present at negotiations, as in many legal negotiations, assessment of the behavior of lawyer negotiators on behalf of their client-principals may be difficult to view for both process and outcome assessment.

The claim that specified roles allow for role-specific morality has also been claimed for professionals engaged in work on behalf of others. Whether as lawyers, brokers, or business negotiators, the claim has been long articulated that agents may do for others what they might not be able to do for themselves. If soldiers can kill in war, which other humans cannot do without impunity under most conditions, then lawyers and business agents are permitted, in common understandings of role morality, to be slightly more rapacious, aggressive, or deceptive in trying to extract gain for their clients. In this book, we present an excerpt of Arthur Applbaum’s discussion of adversarial role morality, featuring the ultimate role moralist, M. Henri Sanson, executioner, who survived the many regime changes of the French Revolution because of his complete commitment to craft, and not political or social values. Sanson represents the ultimate in role morality: he was a professionally sanctioned killer who performed with such skill that those who were sentenced to death often requested his services. Applbaum attempts the philosopher’s defense of a role so well played (and all in the name of laws
passed by the various regimes of the French Revolution) that the role player is not to be judged for what he does (killing, which is sanctioned by the law, like the lawyer’s “puffing”) as is the ordinary citizen, but judged simply by the quality of his craft. Is the negotiator to be judged by a craft well exercised (maximizing interests of the client, finding creative solutions), by standards of the craft or profession alone, or, unlike executioners, for both what they do and how they do their work as ordinary citizens? Applbaum likens the role performed by Sanson (a profession well executed, so to speak) to that of lawyers whose professional job is to “try to induce others to believe in the truth of propositions or in the validity of arguments that they themselves do not believe” (Applbaum, 1999, p. 42).

If role morality or the quality of performance in role is to be a measure of what is good or well done as a negotiator, then perhaps the person for whom the work is performed should be its judge. The work of agents raises questions about whether client satisfaction is enough of a moral standard by which negotiators should evaluate what they do and whether the rest of us can be satisfied with the role morality justification.

Role morality neglects consideration of a category of ethical concerns that concludes this book. Client satisfaction and efficient and effective role performance assess the ethics of negotiation from one side only. Modern considerations of ethics in negotiation go beyond the achievement of client goals and the behavioral choices of individual negotiators. We are interested in evaluating whether outcomes have been good for the parties—fair in a distributional sense and often fair in a procedural sense as well. Some empirical work suggests that the norm of reciprocity is not only a procedural one, of alternating and more or less equal concession patterns, but that negotiators do move toward a reciprocal sense of what is fair in distributions of surplus, though not in all situations and not with perfect equity (Bazerman and Neale, 1995; Thompson, 2000). Determining whether an outcome of a negotiation is fair or good for the parties includes evaluations of prior and postnegotiation endowments, whether the negotiation has made the parties better or worse off than they would have been without the negotiation, and whether all relevant issues between them have been considered.

Beyond considerations of fairness are issues of implementation, follow-through, and commitment to any agreements and, where relevant, continuing relationships of the parties. Should we judge a negotiator by how well he behaves as a promise keeper and trustworthy implementer of what has been agreed to? Reputations for following through on commitments and promises may be as significant as what negotiators do in the process of reaching agreement. Often implementation and resolution of postagreement disputes or issues may be even more visible than the actual negotiations themselves, and thus they may be subject to scrutiny of others besides the principal actors or beneficiaries to the negotiation.

Beyond the immediate parties, many now believe that in considering the morality of a negotiation, concerns for those outside the negotiation (future
generations, others affected, especially those who could not participate) require us to consider the effects on third parties—whether intentional, as when negotiators make representations of value that are relied on by others, such as investors who are not the negotiator’s immediate client (Langevoort, 1999), or nonintentional, as in environmental decisions affecting the nonpresent or future generations (Susskind, 1981).

Negotiated outcomes, whether public or private, have social effects on the parties immediately present in the negotiation, of course, but others are affected as well, such as employees, other customers, other claimants, and other family members. To what extent negotiators should feel morally responsible for those affected by their work is at present a difficult question that has not been much studied. Political and social movements seek to make international organizations (like the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the United Nations) morally responsible for investment and debt negotiations and social and relief action that affect huge populations; environmentalists seek to make developers responsible to whole communities when they are negotiating with single sellers of land or with governmental agencies. Mediators seek to involve insurers in simple two-party negotiations about liability. Modern negotiation theory has begun to take account of the multilateral nature of most negotiations. Whether structured as dyadic negotiations between plaintiffs and defendants or buyers and sellers, so many negotiations now implicate or affect other parties that questions of inclusion at the process level and fairness at the justice level are woven into many disputes and transactions we negotiate about. How should we take account of the externalities, or effects of negotiated outcomes on those who are not present? What are the social effects of individually arrived at negotiated solutions to commercial sales, property deals, settled lawsuits, and negotiated rule making?

Some would go even further and claim that negotiation itself, as a process, should be considered on moral grounds. When is it appropriate to negotiate or settle matters between the parties (with their consent), and when should matters be ruled on publicly, by an authoritative agent or government official, where the stakes are significant for the larger public outside the dispute (Luban, 1995; Menkel-Meadow, 1995)? Does negotiation suggest an ideology or ethics of compromise with lack of principled outcomes? Philosophers and others have argued that compromise is not necessarily unethical, especially when compromise itself is a moral commitment to peace, continued relations with others, or achievement of a more “precise justice” or presents an opportunity to attempt to satisfy the good of the greatest number, the utilitarian defense of negotiation (Pennock and Chapman, 1979; Machiavelli, 1961; Menkel-Meadow, 1995). Here we offer no definitive answers to these questions. The questions are raised because they present issues of systematic ethics or macroethics and justice in the negotiation process, and we think they deserve further study and elaboration.
WHY NEGOTIATION ETHICS MATTER

To the extent that we continue to have competing theories about the goals of negotiation (individual gain maximization, joint gain, or peaceful coexistence, with or without agreed-to foundational principles) and competing practices about how those goals might be achieved (economic efficiency, distributional strategies, property and legal entitlement claims, integrative and creative solution-seeking collaborative methods, moral-desert claims), with little empirical or phenomenological accounts of how negotiations are actually conducted in different contexts (outside of social psychology laboratories), it will be difficult to develop any metatheory of negotiation ethics.

Every attempt to construct a metanarrative or analysis of how negotiation is conducted at a very abstract level is immediately resisted by different accounts (see Fisher and Ury, 1981; White, 1984; Cohen, 1980). So it goes with attempts to construct a metaethics of negotiation. It is bad to lie or deceive others (Bok, 1978; Hazard, 1981), but it is impossible to regulate private behavior or use unenforceable professional regulations or law to change common everyday expectations and negotiation culture (White, 1980). Adversarialists or professional role theorists tend to see negotiation as inherently distributional, competitive, and economically wealth maximizing, justifying a wide range of behaviors that puts each negotiator firmly on his or her own two legs, with little responsibility for anyone else. Those who see negotiation as an opportunity for mutual gains, learning, and human coordination to solve human problems see trust, nonstrategic communication, and sharing or creation (not division) of resources as animating principles. Can these different worldviews about negotiation coexist, and if they do coexist, how do we choose our goals and actions in negotiations?

Our assumptions and starting points can become self-fulfilling prophecies. As Sissela Bok (1978) noted when she began her study of lying and moral choice in public and private life, the expectation of “telling little white lies” accumulates and in turn lowers our expectations of each other and the system as a whole. So when we come to expect that generally accepted conventions of negotiation allow us to puff, dissemble, and exaggerate our preferences and needs, our expectations soon are experienced as requirements or defenses to how others are likely to behave. They become self-rationalizing and reflexive rather than reflective, and most often they call forward reactive and mirroring behaviors from others. It becomes dangerous to tell the truth or express what your client or principal really wants because you will be taken advantage of.

Some of us who study, teach, and practice negotiation have recognized that exaggerations and failures to disclose information or to take the needs and preferences of the other side really seriously do not produce efficient solutions but often produce economic and social waste with incomplete information, falsely expressed preferences, and weak split-the-difference compromises. Suboptimal